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               Chapter 6 - Computer Concepts and Legal Applications      
    
Document Assembly Systems    

In the practice of law, the capability to automatically assemble documents can significantly 

   One of the first seminal document assembly systems was designed and implemented by Charles Pear for automating conveyancing documents for the sale and financing of residential properties.  This system resulted in obtaining new business, substantial new billings, and much better service for their clients.   Law Practice Management Magazine, Nov/Dec 1993.   

impact profitability. Document assembly is a system designed to assemble documents
automatically. If you prepare wills and trusts, corporate papers, litigation pleadings, retainer
agreements, letters, or documents in any area of law, you will benefit by setting up a document
assembly system for your specific area. By automating document assembly, you can reduce the
need and wait for support staff to type and proofread documents. Time restraints no longer
prevent documents from being completed. 

   

Document assembly systems are systems designed to take variable or clause information from
a user and generate completed or nearly completed legal documents. Variables are words,
short phrases, data, or numbers that change from one document to another. The names of
parties to a contract, the payment amounts, completion dates, and so on, are examples of
variables that change for each contract. Also, clauses or alternative paragraphs can be inserted
in a document the same as variables.

   

Document assembly systems are generally menu-driven question and answer systems that
guide the user through the document assembly project. Some systems simply request the user
to fill in the blanks and that data will be inserted in the proper place in the document. Some
systems can manipulate the data by performing calculations or formatting it in a specific way.
Clauses and the user’s own forms or templates can generally be added, depending upon the
features of the program. Document assembly systems are available for a wide range of law
specialties - wills and trusts, litigation, contracts, incorporations, collections, evictions, and
partnerships, among others. 

   

When deciding upon what area would lend itself to document assembly, consider the following: 

        
    -         Speed - Do you need a fast turn around for the documents? For example, is this a
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business acquisition, an offer to purchase, or a TRO? If you need fast turn around time then
document assembly should be considered.           
    -         Volume - you must have a significant amount of similar business to justify investment
of time and money.           
    -          What type of legal document is being prepared - simple, difficult, or complex? Simple
documents can be created with the mail merge features in your word processing software. If it is
more difficult, then document assembly software should be considered.            
    -          Control of Content - Is content similar for each transaction or are there a lot of
changes per transaction?           
    -          Revenue - Is the client being charged by the hour or by the case? Personal injury
cases are excellent candidates for document assembly since the client is paying for your
efficiency. In insurance defense cases, the client is generally not paying for your efficiency.
    
    
    -          Document intensive legal work - Is the practice area document intensive like estate
planning, contracts, etc.?            
    -          Document assembly systems can be purchased from a publisher, built in-house, or
through the assistance of a consultant.           
    -          Institutional knowledge needs to be captured - if the firm wants to capture the
knowledge of a firm, this is an excellent method.         

   

Implementing a document system is much easier with the new software on the market but
certain steps should be followed: 

        
    1.        Determine the specific practice area that you wish to automate. If your firm practices
in several areas, you may want to choose a small practice area to implement the initial
document assembly system. If you have only one or two practitioners in the area, it will be
easier to agree upon the forms and clauses that will be automated.           
    2.        Identity the process, documents to be automated and the shared common parts of
the documents, such as headings, client information and other identical information. The
automation of your practice area will require a review of the present manual workflow process to
identify the most efficient way to streamline the workflow. It is also important to assemble all
documents and determine their interrelationship with each other. This will be important in later
determining the collection of variable information and the order of collection. Also, identify the
users of the systems to assist in developing the system.           
    3.        Choose your software package. Focus on what type of functions you wish to perform.
Some of the software and forms available may be more appropriate for general practice, as
opposed to the attorney who has his own set of forms and wants to automate those. Determine
how well the software handles an attorney’s own forms and clauses. Another consideration is
the ease of installation, setup, and user interface. Does the software provide case management
functions along with the document assembly features?           
    4.        Prepare a final version of the documents and begin scripting. Make sure you have
final forms of documents since subsequent changes will impact other related documents.
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Scripting or setting up the conditions of a document depends upon the complexity of the
document. This is tedious but important, since it impacts the variable information entered, the
conditions, and final assembly of the documents.           
    5.        Create and design the user interface screens that will be used to obtain information
from users. Depending upon the software you choose, you can create user friendly but powerful
interface screens. The user screens do not have to follow the document layout, but can be
tailored to how the information is accumulated or the thought processes of the user. It may be
useful to develop written questionnaires for users if the information is not being entered directly
into the computer.           
    6.        Test and retest the document assembly system. Be sure to test the system before
releasing it to the users. Input many different factual scenarios to check out the accuracy of the
variable, scripting and the formatting.           
    7.        Implement training and help systems. Set up individual and group training. Provide
the opportunity for a resource person to help new legal professionals use the system. 
    
  

   

Document assembly systems are an effective way to remain competitive with other lawyers and
nonlawyers. Many states are unable to control the unauthorized practice of law, and “document
preparers” are continuing to provide legal services. One way to effectively compete in this area
is with document assembly software. If the client or someone other than the attorney would
enter the data into the database, the attorney can then give final approval to the assembled
document. 

   

Below are a number of screens from the software program HotDocs showing the how document
assembly is used to create a noncompetition agreement.
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   Many document assembly systems are set up for specific legal practice areas. In someinstances, they are set up to run with your favorite word processor and enable you toautomatically assemble pleadings. They are usually jurisdiction specific, enabling the users toknow, for example, that a form personal injury complaint in New York has been reviewed byqualified New York attorneys who have conformed it to the local and statewide rules. Instead ofusing general “forms” which you need to customize to your jurisdiction, these are alreadycustomized with applicable forms for your jurisdiction.                         Document Assembly of the Future. On-line fill in legal forms. Select from a variety of legal forms on-line, fill in the blanks and print the form out on your computer. BlumbergExcelsiur (www.blumberg.com).                  These document assembly or practice systems may contain:             -         Checklists;              -          Discovery;              -          Form letters;              -          Fee agreements;                -         Pleadings;                -         Motions;                -         Pretrial Forms;                -         Jury Instructions.           A recent feature to look for is the capability to fill in preprinted forms using a computer. As ifusing a typewriter, a legal professional can fill in the forms on a computer. These preprintedforms can then be printed. The user can define the fields and can save the answers for use indrafting similar documents.    Some of the practice systems available are medical malpractice, personal injury, productsliability, aviation, bankruptcy, federal civil practice forms, jury instructions, California CivilPractice Forms, and Illinois, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri practice,and jury forms. Since these desktop practice systems are being released on a monthly basis, itis important to contact legal publishers for the desktop systems available for your jurisdiction.       Expert Practice Systems. An expert system is an intelligent computer program that uses dataand inference systems to solve legal problems, which otherwise would require significanthuman intervention. They are decision and advice oriented and differ from document assemblysystems in they provide a high level of advice based on logic as opposed to just relying onvariables or clauses. They are an interactive computer program that can apply rules to input insuch a way as to generate conclusions. The program helps users solve problems that wouldotherwise require the assistance of a human expert. Expert systems require a significantamount of time and money to develop. The resulting system can lower the cost per case andbecome a firm asset. Integration of word processing with a database program.    There are two primary approaches for document assembly. One can use macros or internalword processing programming to assemble documents, or one can integrate with “database”programs and merge data from the database into the word processing documents. Databaseprograms, such as HotDocs™, are created especially for document assembly. Other genericdatabase programs, such as Microsoft Access, can merge data with Microsoft Word.    Many firms use a database to track case and client information. This same database can be“merged” with word processing documents to prepare mailings for clients, pleadings, etc. Thisprevents wasteful duplicative entries and ensures accuracy from a master database.    Generally, there is a master or template document that is joined with a database program wherespecific case data is stored. After the specific case data is entered, the database willautomatically insert the data into the master or template documents and “assemble” thedocuments. It is not necessary to locate a “form” that was previously created and go through thedocument word by word to tailor it for the case you are working on. Instead, the data isautomatically inserted into the proper documents in the proper location without cutting orpasting. Complex, lengthy documents can be assembled in literally seconds after the key datais entered.             -         This database was created in Microsoft Access™. The data on the Access screen willbe merged into the template in Microsoft Word.               -         This template form is in Microsoft Word. The data from the database will beautomatically inserted in the fields located on the form.               -         To merge the data, one has to click on a button that will create the document asshown. This ‘template” can be used and reused for all of your pleadings in a case or differentcases. The data in the database is linked into the word processor to enable one to reuse thedata over and over without re-entering the information.            

Products:     -  HotDocs ™(http://www.hotdocs.com/) is a document assembly and form automationpackage that can be purchased along with over 1000 general practitioner forms and templates,or federal forms that can be used or modified.      
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